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ABSTRACT 
The discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation is solved in this study by an iterative 
algorithm for the square root of a squared Hamiltonian matrix, which is obtained from 
the S + S-r transformation of the symplectic pencil associated with the Riccati 
equation. The symplectic Givens and n X n block-diagonal orthogonal transforma- 
tions are used before the iterative process so that the iteration is structure-preserving 
and can achieve on average 60% reduction of computation time compared with the 
QZ algorithm. A formal analysis for roundoff errors and some numerical examples are 
also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) takes the form 
FTXF -X - FTXG,(G, + GTXG,)-‘GTXF + K = 0, (1.1) 
where F, X, K = KT E [WnXn, G, E [wnx”, G, E [w”‘” (m < n>, and 
G, = Cl > 0 (positive definite). We assume that (F, G,) is a stabilizable pair 
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[16] and K is nonnegative definite with full-rank factorization K = K, KT for 
which (KT, F) is a detectable pair [16]. Under these assumptions (1.1) is 
known to have a unique nonnegative solution [16, 171. Define G := GiGi’ CF. 
Then the coefficient matrix of (1.1) can be grouped to form a 2n X 2n 
symplectic pencil 
(1.2) 
It is known from [25] that 
(1) the symplectic pencil (1.2) h as no eigenvalues on the unit circle; 
(2) if (Y E a(N - AL), then l/o E a(N - AL), where c+(N - AL) 
denotes the set of all eigenvalues of a regular pencil N - AL; 
(3) if Xi, X, E Iw”‘” and the columns of ci 
( 1 
span the invariant sub- 
space of N - AL associated with its eigenvalue inside the unit circle, then 
the unique positive semidefinite solution X to the DARE (1.1) is given by 
x = x,x;‘. 
A well-known approach proposed by Pappas et al. [25] for computing X 
utilizes the QZ algorithm for solving the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Nx = ALx. The QZ algorithm unfortunately does not take into account the 
symplectic structure of the pencil N - AL, so that the transformations 
employed in this algorithm destroy the structure. An algorithm has been 
recently proposed by Ammar and Mehrmann [l] which utilizes only orthogo- 
nal symplectic transformations in computing a basis 
( 1 
ci for the stable 
invariant subspace of the symplectic matrix L-IN. The symplectic structure 
is only retained in exact arithmetic. No easy way, however, has yet been 
found to obtain a close symplectic matrix [lo]. 
A stable symplectic orthogonal method has been suggested by Mehrmann 
[ZO] for the solution of the DARE, as applied to the cases of single input or 
single output. Many iterative methods have been suggested for solving the 
DARE over the past few years. Newton’s method has been applied in 
extensive literature [2, 6, 13, 153 t o a solution of (1.1). A defect correction 
method for modifying an approximate solution has also been proposed by 
Mehrmann and Tan [21]. All of these methods require a rather good starting 
guess. These methods can therefore be regarded as iterative refinement 
methods to be combined with other methods for the solution of the DARE 
(see Bunse-Gerstner et al. [5] or Mehrmann [22] for details). The matrix 
sign-function methods [3, 7, 91 have been extended by Barraud [4] and by 
Gardiner and Laub [12] to solving the DARE. Utilizing the Cayley transfor- 
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mation for transformation of the problem to a Hamiltonian problem is the 
primary focus of this approach. From a numerical viewpoint, extra roundoff 
errors are introduced by this approach through the means of inverting the 
matrix N + L before initiating the process. 
Developing a structure-preserving iterative method which is essentially 
equivalent to matrix sign-function iteration for solving the DARE is the 
objective of this paper. The iteration does not invert any matrix before 
initiating the iterative process. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A 2n X 2n real matrix H is called Hamiltonian if JH 
is symmetric [i.e. (IHIT = JH 1, where J is the special orthogonal matrix 
A 2n X 2n real matrix N is called skew-Hamiltonian if JN is skew-symmetric 
[i.e. (JNjT = -JN]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A 2n X 2n real regular pencil A - AB is called 
symplectic if AJAT = BJBT. 
N - hL defined in (1.2) is clearly a symplectic pencil, because it satisfies 
The symplectic pencil N - AL of (1.2) is first transformed into a 
Hamiltonian matrix H = (N + L)-l(N - L). An iterative method is then 
next presented for computing the positive square root P of Hz. The first n 
columns of H - P have been previously shown (see lemma below) to span 
the invariant subspace of N - AL associated with its eigenvalues inside the 
unit circle and therefore form 
( 1 
c: , which is what is being sought here. The 
main iterative procedure for the computation of the positive square root of 
the skew Hamiltonian matrix H ' is derived in Section 3, and a formal 
analysis is also given for the roundoff errors. The cost of computation of the 
newly developed algorithms is then compared with the QZ algorithm in 
Section 4, and some examples are also given as a demonstration of its 
numerical stability and instability. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5. 
LILT = N]NT = 
[-?T a]. (1.3) 
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The algorithm proposed here is based on the following theorems. 
LEMMA 2.1 [17]. If N - AL is a symplectic pencil and - 1 is not 
an eigenvalue of N - h L, then H = (N + L)- ‘( N - L) is a Hamiltonian 
matrix, and the columns of 
XI 
i I x2 
E [W2nxn 
span the invariant subspace of N - AL associated with its eigenvalues inside 
the unit circle if and only if 
( 1 
t: spans the invariant subspace of H associated 
with its eigenvalues in the open left half plane. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A be a nonsingular matrix having no negative real 
eigenvalues. A matrix Y is called the positive square root of A if Y 2 = A and 
all eigenvalues of Y have positive real parts. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a nonsingular matrix having no negative real 
eigenvalues. Then A has a unique positive square root. 
Proof. See [ll, pp. 231-2341. n 
The conventionally used Newton-Raphson algorithm for computing the 
positive square root of A is 
Y,,, = f(Y, + Yi’A), Y, = I. (2-I) 
THEOREM 2.4. The Newton-Raphson iteration (2.1) converges to the 
positive square root Al/’ (say) of A, starting with Y, = I. 
Proof. Since Ae1l2 exists, Z, = Yk A-‘l2 is set here for k = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
Equation (2.1) then becomes the matrix sign-function iteration 
Z k+l= 2 ‘(zk + Zk’), Z, = A-lj2. (2.2) 
The sign-function iteration (2.2) converges to Sign(A-1/2) = Z [9], since all 
eigenvalues of A- ‘I2 have positive real parts. Therefore, Yk + A112. n 
THEOREM 2.5 [19]. Let H be a 2n X 2n Hamiltonian matrix with no 
purely imagina y eigenvalues, and let P be the unique positive (definite) 
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square root of H 2. Then the columns of H - P span the invariant subspace of 
H corresponding to the eigenvalues with negative real parts. Furthermore, if 
H is of the form 
(2.3) 
with R,, symmetric positive definite, (H,,, gh2) stabilizable, and (IjzTI, H,,) 
detectable, then the first n columns of H - P are linearly independent and 
therefore span the invariant subspace of H corresponding to its eigenvalues 
with negative real parts. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let the symplectic pencil N - AL be defined in (1.2) 
with G = G,G,lGy [G, = Gl > 0 (positive definite)] and K = K, K: 
(full-rank factorization). The pairs (F, G,) and (KT, F) are assumed to be 
stabilizable and detectable, respectively. Zf F has no eigenvalue - 1, then the 
Hamiltonian matrix H = (N _j- L)-l(N - L) has the form of (2.3) with 
(H,,, H,,) stabilizable and (H&, H,,) detectable. 
Proof. Let 
H= 
HI, HI2 
[ 1 H2, -H,T, ’ 
where H,,, H,, = H& and H,, = H& E [wnx”. Since F has no eigen- 
value - 1, the matrix F’ = F + Z is nonsingular. By computation of the gen- 
eralized Cayley transformation of the pair (N, L) we obtain from H = 
Z - 2(N + L)-lL that 
H,, = 2(tT + ti-‘G)-Lti-’ 
= 28’.[(Z + Kd)-‘K]P-‘, 
where d = F-‘GgmT, and 
(2.4) 
H,, = z - 2+l - F-~GH,, 
(2.5) 
= F-‘( F - Z - GH,,). 
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In the following we first prove that H,, or (Z + ZkPIK is positive semidefi- 
nite and then that (H&, H,,) is detectable. 
Since 6 is positive semidefinite, without loss of generality we can suppose 
that 
cc 
[ I I, O 0 0’ 
Under the assumption it is obvious that Z + Kk is positive definite. Let 
(A, x) be an eigenpair of (I + Kd>-iK, i.e., 
(I + KcyKx = Ax. (2.6) 
We obtain that 
hXT( z + Kc?) x = XTK.T. (2.7) 
Because K is positive semidefinite and Z + Kk is positive definite, we know 
from (2.7) that A > 0. This implies that (I + K6)-lK is positive semidefi- 
nite and H,, has the factorization H,, = E;i,,g,T,. Let 
Z?Ly=O and H,,y=py. (2.8) 
In order to prove that (g,,, H,,) is detectable, we need to show that 
Re Z.L < 0. Since 
H,,y = +(F - Z)y - +ti,,ti;y 
= ti-‘(F - Z)y (br el Y = 0) (2.9) 
= (F + I)-l(F - Z)y, 
this implies 
(F + I)-'(F - Z)y = py, 
1fP 
or Fz=-z 
1-p ’ 
(2.10) 
where z = (F + I>-' y = Z?’ y. 
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Because AATx = 0 if and only if ATx 
and (2.4), we obtain that KT.z = 0 (since 
detectability of the pair (KT, F), we have 
= 9, by the first equation of (2.8) 
KF1y=Kz=O).Inviewofthe 
lI+pl 
lpJil 
by (2.10). Therefore Re /.J < 0. 
Changing the roles of K and G, (H,,, I?,,) can be proven to be 
stabilizable by using the same argument. as above. n 
In terms of Theorems 2.5, 2.6, and 2.4, a basic procedure for the 
computation of the unique positive semidefinite solution X of the DARE 
(1.1) can be obtained as follows. 
ALGORITHM 2.1 
Step 1. Form the Hamiltonian matrix from the symplectic pencil (1.21, 
H = (N + L)-l(N - L). 
Step 2. Compute the positive square root P of H 2. 
Step 3. Compute the first n columns 
( 1 
;; ofH-P. 
Step 4. Solve the matrix equation XX, = X2. 
REMARK. An iterative procedure is given in the following section on the 
basis of the Newton-Raphson algorithm for computing the positive square 
root P in step 2. However, if the matrix N + L in step 1 is close to singular, 
this approach (from a numerical point of view) then does not seem advisable, 
due to the use of the Cayley transformation. Extra roundoff errors are 
introduced in step 1 before initiating the iterative process. Another important 
iterative procedure is derived in (3.8) of the next section which avoids 
computing the inverse of the ill-conditioned matrix N + L in each iterative 
step. 
3. AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FOR THE POSITIVE SQUARE 
ROOT AND ERROR ANALYSIS 
Let 
B=N+L and A=N-L, 
where N and L are defined in (1.2). 
(3-l) 
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As in (2.11, the Newton-Raphson algorithm for computing the positive 
square root of (B - ‘A)’ is 
P k+l = +(pk + Rk’) (3.2a) 
R k+l = +( R, + P;‘) (3.2b) 
with Pa = (B-1A)2 and R, = I. 
If in (3.2a) I( Pk I] is large compared to ]I Rkl II, then Pk+ 1 = Pk. Conver- 
gence will be slow. This can occur when B is ill-conditioned. Scaling Pk and 
Rkl at each step so that ]]pk]] = IIRi’ll is a simple strategy for accelerating 
the convergence rate. A faster algorithm proposed in [9, 141 is next described 
for comp_uting the square ro?t of ( B-‘A)2. 
Let PO = (K1Aj2 and R, = I. For k = 0,1,2,. . . , define 
_ - -_ 
Pk+l = &kPk + PkRkl (3.3a) 
and 
_ 
Rk+l 
_- ---1 
= O$Rk + &Pk > (3.3b) 
_ 
where &; = 2/( pk + qk + GJpkqk), &! = p,qk &;, &k = I - 4ffk &., and 
pk+ 1 = 1 - Q, qk+l = 1 + ck with p, = 1/II(B-1A)-211 and q,, = 
IKB-1A)211. The iteration (3.3) is generally not stable, and proper scaling is 
essential for numerical stability as well as for rapid convergence [8]. 
An alternative iteration to (3.3) is obtained here using the sequence 
{cak> Pk)}k>o defined by CY,, = $a, p,, = &a and ok = Gi,, & = & for 
k > 1. which is 
pk+l = akpk + pkp;1(B-1A)2, P, = I. (3.4) 
We claim that for k 2 1 
_ 
Pk = Pk and sik = (B-1A)m2Pk = Pk(B-1A)-2. (3.5) 
That is to say, the iterations (3.3) and (3.4) are equivalent. From (3.3) and 
(3.4) we derive 
el = &( B-1A)2 + &,Z = &( B+A)’ + a,Z = P, 
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and 
til = tii,Z + j&F;’ = P,( B-‘A)-‘. 
The assertion (3.5) can be easily proven by an induction performed on k > 1. 
The iteration (3.3), and therefore the iteration (3.4), converges faster than the 
iteration (3.2) [14]. The absolute values of some entries of (B -lA)’ can, 
however, become quite large if the matrix B is nearly singular. The conver- 
gent solution of the iteration (3.41, and also (3.31, can therefore be rather 
sensitive to the growth of rounding errors. Another iterative procedure is 
derived in the following for the case when B is nonsingular. The new 
procedure is more economical and does not require computing the inverse of 
B in each iterative step. 
Multiplying from the left by BPk in (3.41, we obtain 
BPkPk+, = CYkBPk? + PkAB-lA. (3.6) 
Multiplying with JTBT from the right and using that BelA is a Hamiltonian 
matrix (by Lemma 2.11, (3.6) implies that 
BPkPk+JTBT = ffkBP;JTBT + PkA]AT. (3.7) 
Since ( Bp1Aj2 is skew-Hamiltonian, from (3.4) Pk is skew-Hamiltonian for 
all k. Using these properties, (3.7) becomes 
BPkJTP,T, 1 BT = ak BP, JTP;BT + Pk AlAT. (3.8) 
This implies 
BPk+ 1 = ‘YkBPk + Pk( AJTAT)( B-Tp,-T]T). (3.9) 
By left multiplication with J and right multiplication with JBT in (3.9) we 
obtain 
]BPk+ JBT = ffk]BPk]BT + Pk(JAJTAT) B-TP;TBT. (3.10) 
The first iterate of (3.10) is (note that PO = I) 
JBP,JBT = cqJBJBT + P,JAJ’A’. (3.11) 
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We now consider the S + S-’ transformation of the symplectic pencil 
N - AL (see [Ml). Let 
-](N]LT + L]Aq = z +Fy_+G;TT)2 KF - FTK 
I + GK + F2 1 (3.12) 
and 
D = -J( NJAJT) = -J( LJLT) = ; 
I 1 ; . (3.13) 
Then 
and 
JBJBT =J(N + L)J(N + L)T = -(C + 20) (3.14) 
]A]‘A’=j(N - L)JT(N - L)T = -C + 20. (3.15) 
Taking advantage of the symplectic Givens and n X n block-diagonal orthog- 
onal transformations in [26], orthogonal matrices Q and 2 are seen to exist 
such that 
Cl1 Cl2 
QCZ = 0 CE = c’, 
[ 1 
where C,, E RnXn is upper Hessenberg, D,, E R”‘” is upper triangular, 
and C,, and D,, are skew-symmetric. Let 
P(k) = QJBPkJBTZ. (3.17) 
From (3.11) to (3.16) we obtain 
P(l) 
= QJBP,JBTZ 
= -((~,+Po)C11-2((yo-Po)Dll -(~,+P,)C,,-2((y,--po)Dlz 
0 -(a,+p,)C,T-2(ao-po)DL 1 
(3.18) 
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(3.19) 
The iteration obtained here from (3.4), (3.5), (3.17), and (3.19) is 
z’(k + 1) = akP(k) + &QJBP;l(B-lA)eJBTZ 
(3.20) 
= (YLP(Jc) + p&k)-’ 
with P(1) defined in (3.18). This is a transformation formula for (3.3a) via 
(3.17) and (3.19). 
The transformation formula for (3.3b) and the initial matrix g(l) are next 
derived. From right-multiplying by (B-1A)-2gk B-’ in (3.4) and from (3.5) 
we obtain 
ti k+ltikBP1 = (Y&B-~ + PkA-lBA-l. (3.21) 
Using a similar argument to that in (3.6) to (3.10), we get 
B-TJl$+lB-lJ = ak BpTJfi, B-‘J + &( A-‘~A~‘JT)(~B~k’B-‘r’). 
(3.22) 
The first iterate of (3.22) is (note that R, = I) 
B-TJtilB-lJ = a,,B-‘JB-‘J + &A-TJA-lJT. (3.23) 
As previously mentioned, the factor of the inverse of B is not desired here to 
appear in the iteration (3.20), since it can cause large roundoff errors. By 
(3.141, if B is ill conditioned, then C + 20 and El, = C,, + 2D,, (say); 
both are nearly singular. The stability of t_he iteration (3.20) can be affected 
by the growth of rounding error, since R(1) defined in (3.19) contains the 
inverse of El,. Define 
R(k) = El?(k)E’, (3.24) 
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where 
1 0 
and E’ = [ 1 0 ET, ’ 
From (3.19), (3.23), (3.24), and the transformations (3.12) to (3.16), we obtain 
R(1) = EZTB-TJti,B-lJQTEf 
R,,(l) Rdl) 1 
(3.25) 
E 
0 R:,(l) ’ 
where 
R,,(l) = - [ cu,Z + PoEldC,, - 2W1] (3.26a) 
and 
R,,(l) = “o(C,, + 2%) 
+ PoEdC,, - 2h-‘G - 2Dl,)(Cll - 2%-%. 
(3.2613) 
Right-multiplying by (BB1AIP2 in (3.4) and using (3.24), we get 
R(k + 1) = a,R(k) + &El’(k)-‘E’ (3.27) 
with initial matrices R(1) and P(1) defined in (3.25), (3.26), and (3.28). Since 
the initial matrices R(1) and P(1) are of the form 
*11 912 
[ 1 0 VI 
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with *i, skew-symmetric, the matrices P(k) and R(k) recursively defined in 
(3.20) and (3.27), respectively, are evidently also of the forms 
where 
P,,tk + 1) = q,,(k) + PdG1(Wll~ (3.28a) 
P,,(k + I) = akPiz(k) - PkRll’(k)R12(k)R;1’(k)~ (3.28b) 
R,,(k + I) = ‘~kRil(k) + PJJ’iY’(0 (3.28~) 
R,,(k + 1) = qR,,(k) - PkE11Pl11(k)P12(k)P11Ttk)ET~. (3.28d) 
If the sequence of matrices {P(k)}, > 1 defined in (3.28) converges to 
P(m) (say), then from (3.17) 
P = B-‘]QTP(qZTB-rJ (3.29) 
is the positive square root of (B-‘A)‘. 
A formal analysis is next given for the roundoff errors of the iterations 
(3.4), (3.28), and (3.29). Let 6 = i? be the inverse of B E N + L as 
computed by a digital computer with a machine precision of E = 2-t. The A 
calculated inverse ? is assumed to be stable [8], that is, @ satisfies 
4k = (B + m(l))-1 + a@“, s B-1 + &3’2’, (3.30) 
where )16B(“]j < ~yl]Bl] and ))6B(2)(l A < &rll?lI. The constant 7 depends on 
the details of the arithmetic and of the inversion algorithm and on the order 
of the matrix B. In practice, y is a rather slow-growing function of R 
for Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting, and y = max,, j( Bijl for 
Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting (see e.g. [27, pp. 1511). We 
further assume that ]I Kill ]]6B(‘)l] < i. Under this mild assumption the 
perturbation SBC2’ in (3.30) can be bounded by 
llSB’2’() < EY(I( B + HP)) -I + 6B@I) 
< ~IIB-~II Q 4.9yll~-‘ll. 
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The computed matrix fi of H = B-IA therefore satisfies 
Ii = [ ( B + @‘) -’ + 6R’“‘] A 
Furthermore, the computed matrix (2 2)A of H 2 satisfies 
( fi2)& =H2+6H2, (3.31a) 
where 
l18ff211 < 8qllB-‘ll IIAll IIB-'AlI + O(E~). (3.31b) 
The inversion of the computed matrices Sk in the iteration (3.4) is not 
always stable [23, pp. 22-261, even using a reliable inversion algorithm. In 
order to make the analysis tractable and independent of any particular matrix 
inversion algorithm, ,we assume that <3.3O>* holds for all inversions of the 
computed matrices Pk and the condition llP;Jl IlS@)ll < i holds for all k. 
Then by using (3.31) the computed matrices Pk+ 1 satisfy 
(3.32a) 
where 
l18Fk+lll < E~&(K(@~) + 4)ll&-lll(~-1A)211 
(3.32b) 
+ B~y&ll&?ll llB-‘11 IlAllB-‘All + O(E~). 
Here a notably denotes the condition number of ik. From (3.32) we 
derived 
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where 
If B is close to singular, i.e. 11 B-i (1 is large, the second term of (Err)k is then 
bounded by 
x 11 AlI II B-‘AIIll( B- 1A)2l1 
= o( EllB-‘(14). 
The above upper bound, although pessimistic, indicates that a large value of 
11 B-i II yields a large perturbation bound for the computation of Pk. 
Smilar to (3.3;) we assume that the inversions of the computed matri- 
ces P,,(k) and R,,(k) in the iteration (3.28) satisfy (3.30), and the mild 
conditions 
hold for all k. The respective computed matrices il,(k + 1) and fi,,(k + 1) 
then satisfy 
ell(k + 1) = ajll(k) + Pkill(k)-lEll -t SP,,(k + 1) 
(3.33a) 
= P,,(k + 1) + SP,,(k + l), 
where 
II@,(k + 1))) G +(&,(k)) + 4]l/~,,(k)-‘llll~llll, (3.3313) 
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and 
&,(k + 1) = a&k) + &E,,&,(k)-l + SR,,(k + 1) 
(3.34a) 
= R,,(k + 1) + 6R,,(k + l), 
where 
The sensitivity of the perturbation bounds for @i,<k + 1) and z,,(k + 1) 
is easily seen from (3.33) and (3.34) to depend on the norm of E,, and on 
those of the initial matrices P,,(l)-’ and R,,(l)-’ defined in (3.18) and 
(3.26), respectively. /P,,(l)-‘11 and IIR,,(l)-‘(1 are not expected to become 
large when B is nearly singular. On the contrary, they are usually of order 
one, like IIEllll. The iteration (3.28) (equivalent to a matrix sign-function 
iteration), although not generally stable [s], yields a smaller perturbation 
bound than that of the iteration (3.4). Besides, (3.28) takes advantage of the 
block structure, and P,,(k + l), R,,(k + 1) preserve the skew symmetry. 
The last step (3.29) for the computation of the positive square root P of 
(B-‘A)’ is required to solve the linear system of B twice. This last step is the 
critical point for numerical stability of the above new transformation when B 
is ill conditioned. Numerical trouble can be expected whenever IlB-‘II = 
O(.s-‘/‘). This is in contrast to the iteration (3.4), where the second iterate 
becomes problematical once IIBPIJl is in the neighborhood of E-~/~. The 
matrix 
-K 
Z+F I 
is supposed here to be nearly singular. Moreover, for the case when FT + Z 
and K almost have a nontrivial left common null space and G is positive 
definite, columns y 
[ 1 
can be shown to be almost on the subspace spanned by 
Br, by using G as a pivot matrix. That is, the computed solution of 
has generally a smaller norm [O(l), say]. Hence the norm of the matrix P i 
1 I 
for step 3 of Algorithm 2.1 is near to O(llB-‘II). In this case, numerical 
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trouble can happen whenever 11 B-l 11 = O( e-l >. A constructed example 
(Example 4.3) is given in the next section to illustrate this numerical behavior. 
4. COST OF COMPUTATIONS AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The new algorithms developed in the last section for solving the algebraic 
Riccati equation (1.1) are described in this section. The cost of the new 
algorithms is also compared with that of the QZ algorithm. 
A jlup is defined as the amount of work associated with an operation of 
the form a[i,j] = a[i,j] + a[i, k]* a[k,j], i.e., a floating-point add and a 
floating-point multiply. The algorithms associated with the two approaches 
(3.4) and (3.8), (3.9) for solving (1.1) are as follows: 
ALGORITHM 4.1~ [With the version (3.411. 
Form (B-lA)’ = [(N + L)-‘(N - L)12. 
Do until convergence, 
Compute Pk+ 1 in (3.4). 
Comment: T is the total number of iterates. The iteration (3.4) 
converged on average in six iterations over several test 
examples. 
Compute Ei 
( ) 
= (B-‘A - P,) In 
( ) 
. 
0 
Solve the matrix equation XX, = X2 in X. 
Total amount of work = 84n3 flops (r = 6). 
ALGORITHM 4.1~ [With the version (3.281, (3.29)]. 
1. Compute C and D in (3.12) and (3.13), respectively. 
2. Using the algorithm in [26] d re uce (C, D) to the forms in (3.16). 
3. Compute P,,(l), P,,(l) in (3.18) and R,,(l), R,,(l) in (3.26). 
4. Do until convergence. 
Compute P,,(k + 0, R&k + 0, P,,(k + 0, R,,(k + 1) as in (3.28). 
Comment: r is the total number of iterations. 
5. Compute (f;:) = B-l[ A - JQTP(dZTR-‘]I( :;). 
6. Solve XX, = X2 for X. 
Total amount of work = 72n3 flops (r = 6). 
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QZ ALGORITHM solving the DARE (1.1) 125, 281. 
1. Using the QZ algorithm [24], reduce the pencil N - AL to a 
quasitriangular-triangular pencil. (The right transformation Z is required.) 
2. Use EXCHQZ and ORDER [28] to reorder the eigenvalues inside the unit 
circle to the top of the real Schur form. 
3. Solve XX, = X, for X, where (ci) = Z( 2). 
Total amount of work = 202n3 flops. 
Approximately 202n3 flops are required if the solution X of the DARE 
(1.1) is computed by a direct application of the QZ algorithm, which implies 
that the work required by the Algorithm 4.lb is roughly 36% of that for the 
QZ algorithm. Algorithm 4.la, associated with (3.41, involving approximately 
84n3 flops, is slightly more expensive than Algorithm 4.lb, involving 72n3 
flops. The modified Newton iteration (3.3) or (3.4) has, however, been 
previously mentioned in Section 3 to be more sensitive than (3.28)--that is, if 
the condition number of B is large. The sensitivity of the back transformation 
(3.29) for computation of P is roughly proportional to the quantity ]I B-l 11’. 
Thus, if J]B-1]]2 = O(l/ fi), then step 2 of Algorithm 4.la produces a large 
perturbation bound and will render a positive semidefinite solution which is 
less accurate than Algorithm 4.lb. Conversely, the two algorithms produce 
comparable inaccurate results when applied to a rather ill-conditioned B. 
Some examples are given for illustrating the application of both Algorithms 
4.la, b and the QZ algorithm. All computation have been conducted in 
MATLAB on a Sun 4/75 computer in double-precision arithmetic with eps = 
10-16. The first two examples, taken from [25], with well-conditioned B, 
illustrate that the numerical results of the three algorithms are comparable. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. 
F= G, = 
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The matrix containing the four eigenvectors corresponding to the stable 
eigenvalues (inside the unit circle) of 
71 -A[: ;] 
is 
[ 1 z: (exact) = 
2 -2 2 
-1 -1 1 (19 - 5&4 
0 1 1 (103 - 25&?‘)/2 
0 0 -1 536 - 13OJ17 
2 -3 ; (13 + 5\lI;i-)/32 
0 -2 3 (- 19 + 5m)/16 
0 0 2 (- 103 + 25m)/8 
0 0 0 (-268 + 65fi)/2 
Let X” be the exact positive semidefinite solution X, XL1 (exact). A 
procedure DARE (F, G,, K, G,) (discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation) was 
written in MATLAB on the basis of Qz + EXCHQZ and ORDER algorithms [28] 
for the sake of computing the positive semidefinite solution Xoz (say). Let 
X” and Xb be the positive semidefinite solutions computed by Algorithms 
4.la and 4.lb, respectively. The total number of iterations in (3.4) is six to 
achieve a l-norm of the error matrix I’: - (B-lA)’ equal to 2.96 X lo-r3. 
The total number of iterations in (3.28) is also six to achieve a l-norm of the 
difference matrix P(6) - P(5) equal to 6.10 X 10Pr4. 
Let E&X) denote the residual matrix when substituting the approximate 
solution X into the Riccati equation (1.1). The numerical results are shown in 
Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
DARE algorithm IIErdXpZ)I(l = 5.22 X 10-l” llXQz - X”(I1 = 1.56 X 10-l’ 
Algorithm 4. la lIEn(X’ = 2.34 X lo-l4 [IX” - X”II1 = 1.56 x lo-” 
Algorithm 4.lb lIEn(Xb = 2.92 X lo-l4 IlXb - Xelll = 1.57 x lo-” 
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H = I, G, = [0 a** 0 11, 
G, = 1 and G := G,G;‘GT = 
0 . . . 0 
. . 
;, . . . 
-1 
; 
This example has a very simple closed-form solution for arbitrary dimension 
n. Numerical accuracy can thus easily be checked. The exact solution of the 
ARE (1.1) is evidently 
0 
2 
0 
. . . 
. . . 
The numerical results given here were obtained for n = 30. The total 
numbers of iterations in (3.4) and (3.34) were eight to achieve a l-norm of 
the error matrix P, - (B-lA)’ and the difference matrix P(8) - P(7) equal 
to 2.09 x lo-” and 2.88 x 10-l’, respectively. The numerical results are 
shown in Table 2. 
The next example is constructed so that the norm of the inverse of B is 
near l/ 6. We see that Algorithm 4.lb still functions well in this example, 
having roughly eight accurate digits, compared to Algorithm 4.la, which only 
has two accurate digits. 
TABLE 2 
DARE algorithm lI~rri~Q~)ll, = 1.78 x lo-l4 IIXQ’ - X”IIr = 4.26 x lo-l4 
Algorithm 4.la IIErdX’)II1 = 1.77 X lo-” IIX” - X”II1 = 1.07 X lo-” 
Algorithm 4.lb IIErr(Xb)lll = 1.24 X lo-” IIXb - X”II1 = 1.82 X 10V1’ 
e = li 0 Y 0 0 
I 
1 -1 
u=; l 
0 
0 0 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let 
r0.4 0 0 0 
0 0 
0.8 0 
0 - 0.999982 
-1 
-1 -1 
1 -1 ’ 
0 -1 I 1 
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d, = z4. 
Define 
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i-[-i 1; -i i], 
1 1 2 4 
u-l= i 0 1 0 0 1 2 I 11’ 0 0 0 1 
-0.6 -2.2 -3.6 - 5.400018 
1 0.6 0.8 3.399982 
0 1 1.8 3.799982 
; 0 3 6; - 0.999982 1 
6 5 11 22 
= K, KT (full-rank factorization), 
G, := Uti, = U, G, = I,, 
G:=GIG;‘G;=[ _i _; _; !;I. 
The pairs (F, G,) and (Kr, F) can be verified to be stabilizable and detectable, 
respectively. Since the condition number of B = N + L is large (= 4.01 X 
lo”), the l-norm of the error matrix Pk - (B-‘A)’ is stationary at approxi- 
mately 10m2 after seven iterates and does not decrease any more. The l-norm 
of the difference matrix P(k + 1) - P(k) is approximately 2.56 X lo-’ 
following seven iterates. The numerical results are shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
DARE algorithm IIErr(XoZ>II1 = 2.73 X lo-l3 llXoz - XQ’lli = 0.0 
Algorithm 4.la lIEn(X8>11i = 1.56 x lo-’ [IX” - Xo’ll, = 2.06 x lo-’ 
Algorithm 4.Ib IIEn(Xb)lh = 1.34 x lo-* llXb - Xo’ll, = 1.80 x 1O-7 
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Algorithm 4.Ib is indicated by the above results to obtain more accurate 
results than Algorithm 4.la. Algorithm 4.lb should be augmented with one or 
two steps of defect correction during the last step for the sake of further 
improving its numerical accuracy. 
Several examples of 20 X 20 random symplectic pencils N - AL have 
been tested for finding the positive semidefinite solution X by Algorithm 
4.Ib. Difference of one to three digits in accuracy have been demonstrated 
by the numerical experiments in the nonnegative solution computed using 
Algorithm 4.lb and those computed using the QZ algorithm. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Two new algorithms are proposed for the solution of the discrete-time 
algebraic Riccati equation. The first version of the new algorithms is only of 
theoretical interest because of the numerical instability associated with the 
calculation of the inverse of an ill-conditioned matrix N + L in each itera- 
tion. This first version also does not preserve any block structure. The second 
version of the new algorithm is numerically attractive because the reduction 
(3.16) is implemented by orthogonal transformations, so that the inverse of 
the ill-conditioned matrix N + L that only appeared at the end of the back 
transformation step will not emerge in each modified Newton iterative step. 
The iteration (3.28) furthermore takes advantage of the structure of the 
symplectic pencil. The total amount of work for Algorithm 4.Ib was also 
significantly smaller (roughly 36%) than for the QZ algorithm. Although the 
convergence behavior of the iteration (3.28) was not generally satisfactory, 
Algorithm 4.Ib still proved to be an effective numerical method when 
combined with defect correction [21]. 
We would like to thank Professor Volker Mehrmann from Bielefeld 
University, Germany for many useful comments and suggestions 
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